INTRODUCTION
Calypso, 2 as defined by the Mighty Chalkdust, "captures our whole lifestyle, history, social past. It's a reflection in song of our way of life" (Liverpool 1982: 66) . On the relationship between calypso lyric and melody, Warner (1982: 20) has noted:
A good calypso is usually remembered for one of two reasons; either the lyrics are outstanding or the melody is infectious. In the former case, it matters linie that the melody cannot even be hummed correctly. What is said is so powerful that it stands on its own. In the latter, the lyrics are only incidental to the beauty of the tune... Naturally, the truly outstanding and unforgettable calypso is the one that manages to combine both these elements with success.
A number of people have examined the history, development, and psychological, sociological and literary nature of calypso, most notably Atilla the Hun (Quevedo 1983) , Elder(1966) , Rohlehr (1970 Rohlehr ( ,1972 Rohlehr ( , 1975 , Warner (1982) and Hill (ms.) . Although the study of language in calypsos has formed an important part of stylistic and other analyses (e.g., Warner 1982 ) the language itself of calypso has not been given systematic primary attention. In this paper, calypso lyrics from the late 19th century to the 1980's are examined to show how changes in the social and cultural milieu of Trinidad are reflected in changes in the language of calypso. After a brief discussion of the corpus of the study and the development of calypso, three sections follow: 1) the use of English and English Creole in calypso, including changes in linguistic features and rhetorical style; 2) examples of specific periods of social and linguistic change; and 3) the change in use of languages other than English and English Creole in calypso.
CORPUS OF THE STUDY
The corpus of calypsos available to the author for this study includes about 400 recordings. The transcribed lyrics to about 300 other calypsos were also available in printed songbooks, in books about Trinidad, and in works by ethnomusicologists. However, with few exceptions, as indicated, this latter group of transcriptions has not been used, as they are not always reliable. (In all quotations from written sources, the spelling is left as in the original.)
The songs themselves can be divided into two major periods: the classical and the modern. The classical period includes: the early calypsos, fr.om c. 1838 (date of the subject of the earliest known calypso) to 1899 (probable date of the first all-English calypso); the transitional period, from 1899 to 1930; and the classical or golden period of the 1930's and 1940's. This period ends with the post-war calypsos and the rise of the new "Young Brigade" calypsonians and the decline of the half-tone and minor key calypsos (Elder 1966) . The modern period can be divided into the early modern -1950's and 1960's, and the contemporary or post-independence period -1970's and 1980's. Despite these divisions, it should be kept in mind that there have always been carryovers, recyclings, and exceptions.
Obviously, no recordings are available from the earliest period, although several early songs, such as "Congo Bara," were recorded in the 1930's. How reliable, typical and representative is the corpus in terms of quality of recording, choice of calypsonian and content?
Most of the tapes or discs are of reasonable sound quality, but there are places where words or phrases are not intelligible for various reasons: poor recording conditions or quality of disc in older recordings; scratches on available copies; lack of balance between music and lyrics, especially in contemporary recordings; speed of delivery, particularly in contemporary songs; and idiosyncratic physical factors such as a tendency to mumble or lack of adequate dentition. In the older recordings, there was rarely opportunity to re-record masters, and some of them contain obvious mistakes or hesitations. A number of recordings show differences in the same song in versions sung at different times, or in stage, printed and recorded versions.
Despite modern calypsonians' understandable laments about the difficulties involved in getting their calypsos recorded and made available to the public, conditions in the past were even more restrictive, and the number of recordings much lower. In all, it is probably safe to say that with some exceptions, such as early road marches, the most popular songs of the most popular singers are included, as well as a number of not-as-memorable songs by popular singers, and some popular songs by not-as-memorable singers.
Most of the calypsonians in the corpus recordings are"born Trinidadians," which begs the question of national identity. Sparrow, unquestionably the single most important calypsonian of the modern period, was himself an immigrant to Trinidad from Grenada at the age of two (a fact thrown up at him when an audience is displeased; he is otherwise claimed as Trinidad's own). Many older singers such as Executor, Atilla, and Tiger could claim some Venezuelan parentage. The widely popular Small Island Pride was a Grenadian. Others, like the contemporary Crusoe and Shadow, hail from Tobago. In view of the fact that few black Trinidadians are without "small island" blood within the last three generations, and given the overall history of the development of population and language in Trinidad (Winer 1984b) , Trinidad should perhaps be considered, as Carrington (p.c.) has put it, "less a country than a context of operation." There are two additional notes on the corpus. First, many singers stayed in England or America for long periods of time, although in the corpus only a few of Houdini's recordings show any really exclusively American linguistic influence. Second, not included in the corpus are some singers, such as the Guyanese calypsonian-vaudevillian Bill Rogers, who primarily lived outside Trinidad or were known better in the United States and the rest of the West Indies.
As for subjects, certainly both early and later recordings contain a great variety, from topical events, politics and panegyrics, to carnival, sex, and personal relations. Nonetheless, it is clear that some censorship was imposed on both language and topic of recordings as discussed below, and in Quevedo (1983) and Warner (1982) .
DEVELOPMENT OF CALYPSO Atilla, one of calypso's earlygiants, gave a definition (Quevedo 1983: 3) of calypso which included: its metric time, basically 2/ 4 or 4/ 4; its basic African rhythm, including lapsing into speech rhythm; and its use of "half-tone," the shortening of one antecedent note and prolongation of the subsequent one. Calypso, along with bongo, kalinda (stick-fighting), Shango and bélé (belair), is a development from African sources such as song commentary and ritual music. There are influences of Spanish music on calypso music, as well as influences of music from other islands. Even Atilla (1983: 7) admitted that some calypsos were originally formed outside of Trinidad, but it is undisputable that the calypso form developed in Trinidad "has its distinctiveness and commands the widest appeal in the Caribbean as well as in America and Europe."
In analyzing the relationship of music, prose form and language in calypso, Elder (1966: 259-266) characterized the changes in these variables as follows:
The calypsonians evolved their own system of prose-form which they fashioned upon the two-lined litany-form melodies. Terms like 'half-tone', 'single-tone', and 'doubletone' used by these singers designated the stanza size, which corresponded to melodies ranging from two to eight sections. Informants... recollect the era of transformation of the single-tone into the double-tone in calypso history. In recent times, change has reached a point where the prose-form is of the 'free-composed' type. Calypso songs could not change from litany form to strophe form in their melody without undergoing change in the prosodie form in the text. This change has been shown to be the result of the entry into the calypso field of literate singers and personne! versed in English poetry. The texts show a steady decline of the couplet stanza-form common to the older sector of the tradition, and a corresponding consistent increase in use of the large, ballad form in the newer sector of the repertory... As the tradition grew older, the prose-form of the songs changed from couplet to ballad-form and other larger sizes of stanza... Change in singer-education and in the degree of acquaintance with European literary style accounts for the change in the prosodie form of the songs.
The earliest calypsos were in French Creole (FC), called "patois" in Trinidad. This was the lingua franca of Trinidad until the beginning of the 20th century, despite official rule by England since 1797. After full emancipation in 1838, massive influxes of immigrants, including English Creole (EC) speakers from other Caribbean countries and indentured laborers from India came to Trinidad. The British introduced English more and more into the educational system, judicial and other offical proceedings, and the media. By the early 20th century, English had become the primary target language of most of the population, and English and English Creole the vernaculars used in popular and intimate domains, including calypso.
ENGLISH AND ENGLISH CREOLE IN CALYPSO
The first complete calypso in English was probably sung in 1898 or 1899; Atilla (1983: 11) and others have attributed this to Norman LeBlanc, singing in reference to the cutting of a new road in Port-of-, Spain. The early recordings from the 1930's and 1940's show a marked English orientation, including a generally English pronoun system, a very high proportion of English verbal constructions such as consistently marked past tenses, and a use of wide-ranging English vocabulary. During the colonial period, education and being able to speak "proper English" were highly valued, and it is not surprising that many of the "war calypsos" -verbal battles between rival calypsoniansincluded insults regarding the opponent's lack of command of English, such as this example from Atilla and Lion's duet "Asteroid" (c. 1934 (c. , quoted in Quevedo 1983 : I hate to teil you this but I must Your nonsensical oration fills me with disgust If there is a thing I greatly detest Is to hear the English language badly expressed You are brutalizing etymology And crucifying syntax and orthography For you are no man of psychology And you will never sing grammatically.
Although the early calypsonians' first language was undoubtedly EC rather than English, several of them were schoolteachers, and Atilla himself was a City Councillor in Port-of-Spain. In the public context of calypso they put a certain emphasis on English. The general orientation towards English in the early calypsos holds even though there are many EC features in the songs -enough in many of them to provide real difficulties for foreign listeners (Winer 1984a) . As Warner (1982: 28) noted:
The question of clarity is of no small importance once calypsonians think of extending their market beyond the Caribbean. Saprrow, for example, recorded two versions of "The Village Ram," the second having more "intelligible" lyrics and more "correct" English. Attitudes toward EC within Trinidad have generally been at odds with its widespread use as vernacular. The characterization of Trinidadian EC as "bad English" or "broken English" has been a powerful force in education and general attitudes towards language (Carrington and Borely 1977) .
However, a more recent shift, beginning roughly in the post-independence era after 1962, shows what might be considered a more aggressively positive attitude towards EC, at least Trinidadian EC, particularly in grammatical forms. Although many modern calypsos are sung virtually entirely in English, many can be seen as part of what Hill (ms.) has called the "re-Afro-creolization of calypso," in both words and music. As Carrington (1979: 10) has observed:
The evolution of socio-political self determination has resulted in rejecüon of some aspects of foreign culture in the region. In the wake (or possibly the vanguard) of this rejection, moves a revaluation of the creole as the vehicle of protest, the badge of Antillean identity and consequently a positive social force.
LexicalFeatures. There is some obvious correlation betweenthe vocabulary of the lyrics and the song type or topic: carnival; jump-up or road march; ballad or narrative; commentary. Carnival songs of the non-narrative variety tend to have a rather limited "carnival/bacchanal, pan/jam/ bam-bam" rhyme and vocabulary compared to the other types.
Within the same song, there is often variation of an apparently non-meaningful type, in repeated verses or choruses within a song, or between different recorded versions. For example, in one version of Executor's 1937 "Three Friends' Advice," the singer wears a "tickilay rag" and in another, a "taylaylay" one -both are cheap kinds of cloth. Radio often sang his famous "Matilda, Matilda, she take me money and run Venezuela" withgoneiox run. Suchinstances showdifferences which do not really affect the meaning.
Euphemism and Censorship. Euphemism guides lexical choice to a certain extent in both old and modern calypsos; no examples of explicit words for sexual acts or genitals have been found in the early record-ings, which tend to bejust as suggestive but more verbally obscure than the contemporary ones, such as Kitch's 1970 "Sugar Bum-bum" [buttocks] . (Compare, for example, the treatment of homosexuality in Lion's 1940 "Whoopsin" and more openly, for example, in Nelson's 1978 "Norman.") There are exceptions, like the conventional references to woodand iron"penis"and Gypsy's "Goin fo' Cane." [foken] , Two tendencies are at work (see Warner 1982 , for a fuller discussion). The first is style; it is more interesting to build up an outrageous picture without saying a single word which could be reproached. If you hear her, stop, driver, not so fast I said why, she said the car out of gas I said, girl, your piston still pitching oil Why the heil water can't wash the coil.
Perhaps the most notorious example of euphemism in the early recordings was Lion's 1937 "Nettie, Nettie,"the refrain of which is: "Nettie, Nettie, gi me the thing that you have in your belly." In some versions, such as that quoted by Lion himself in his 1938 "Excursionto Grenada," describing an incident in which the singing of the original song provoked a near-riot, this was changed to a meaningless if coherent phrase such as "gi me the thing that you make withyourcoffee." Atilla (1983: 62) noted with scorn that the police wanted the words changed to: "give me the article in your abdomen"; not surprisingly,*this never caught on. (More surprising is that while the suggested revision is more "English," it does nothing to change or obscure the original referent.)
Another classic example of changed lyrics, where the recorded version sounds almost nonsensical, is "Mary Ann." Lion's c. 1945 version has:
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All day, all night, Miss Mary Arm Down by the seaside shifting sand Strings on her banjo can tie a goat Water from the ocean can sail a boat.
The (or perhaps an) original version, pieced together from Naipaul (1959: 128) and individual recollections of live performances, ran:
All day, all night, Miss Mary Ann Down by the seaside she taking man Hair on she tuntun could tie a goat [pubic area] Water in she cunny-hole could sail a boat. [vagina] The second reason for euphemism or indirection, censorship, has applied particularly to recordings, and was more severe in the past. Atilla (1983:158) cited several examples of attempts by colonial administrators to limit lyrics of a politically critical or "obscene" nature, prompting his famous retort in "Ubiquitous and Kaiso":
To say these songs are sacrilegious, obscene or profane Is a He and a dirty shame If the calypso is indecent then I must insist So is Shakespeare's Venus and Adonis Bocaccio's tales, Voltaire's Candide The Martyrdom of Man by Winwood Reid Yet over these authors they make no fuss But want to take advantage on us.
As Rohlehr (1984 pc) Everybody in the party feelin something, Lord, they peelin something Lord, they stealin something Everybody in the party eatin something Some of them beatin something Say they having fun. (Other choruses include: coming, running, burning, choosing, using; and setting, yelling, smelling, showing, blowing.) Censorship is now less likely to come directly from government than community groups or radio stations, and is more likely to concern topic rather than use of particular words. In 1979, for example, Shorty's "Om Shanti Om" was withdrawn from competition by the calypsonian after objection from Hindu organizations, and "Moomoo Girl,"a song about a deaf-mute girlfriend which mimicked her"language"was withdrawn from air play after some public objections to radio stations. In the latter case, a certain change in attitude to physical handicaps may be evident -Kitch's "Tie Tongue Mopsy" of the late 1940's, where he imitated a woman with a speech defect, was a huge success.
English and English Creole Choices. The creole nationalism mentioned above also acts in the lexical choices made by calypsonians. Although many old words are no longer much used in songs, there is strong orientation towards vernacular language in the lyrics. This excerpt fronvMatura's play "Rum an ' Coca-Cola" (1976) , where two calypsonians are working on a calypso, is probably typical of such considerations:
Creator: A Pretty Lady call Ruby Was doing she housework nicely-'Nicely', I en sure. Bird: Tidily. Creator: Wat is dat? Bird: Is a word. Creator: I en no it. Bird: Is a word. Creator: You make it up. Bird: No, it from tidy, her tidy up, keeps tidy, tidily. Creator: I en like it. Bird: Why? Creator: It too high class. Bird: Dat en bad, da is point, professors an tings does come ter de tents. Creator: You tink so? Bird: A no so, Wisdom do use dem kinda words, people go tink you educated. Creator: A no, but dey might tink a too educated.
(They decide on "happily.")
The emphasis on speaking "good English" during the colonial postFrench Creole period tied in well with the indigenous penchant for Latinate, sonorous, rococo language discussed by Rohlehr (1972) and Abrahams (1983, ch. 2) , and probably derived ultimately from verbal dueling styles in Africa. Such linguistic prowess under certain circumstances was greatly admired; pompous use of such language could elicit a scornful charge of pretentiousness. Both types might be greeted with a response of "Big English" or "talking English," admiringly or sarcastically. The use of such language had to be appropriate in both place and style. Atilla (1983: 62) noted with contempt an occasion when a certain gentleman with a pronounced Oxonian accent ventured to offer us some suggestions as regards the words of the calypso: 'Matilda, she take my money and she gone Venezuela.' He wanted us to sing: 'Matildaabsconded to Venezuela.'That is the kind of person we have making pronouncements on questions such as this.
Rococo English/EC is found in a number of calypsos. One is Executor's 1939 "Gumbo Lai Lai bef ore the Court,"quoting Gumbo Lai Lai, a well-known "old talker" and "maitre anglais" [master of English] who was also a "badjohn," that is, a criminal who uses threats or force to intimidate people. Despite his criminal actions, much of the population admired someone reported to have said "as I was cycling down the declivity at a precipitous velocity" for "as I was cycling fast downhill." In the song, Gumbo Lai Lai threatens a woman by saying "Stop your progression, woman, and don't hesitate." He was, in fact, "talking his old anglais when the police came and take him away." Calypsos on famous badjohns are now rare, although Kitch's 1978 "Jericho,"about the guerilla movement in Trinidad, gives "the defiant (though fugitive) guerillas the language of threat normal to the badjohn" (Rohlehr 1985 pc) .
Rococo English was also used in serious, critical calypsos, such as Atilla's 1938 "Commission's Report": They criticize our ex-governor The beloved Sir Murchison Fletcher And Howard Nankivell they said that he Had uttered speeches wrong to a marked degree They castigated him severely Our ex-colonial secretary But all these things just appear to me An example of English diplomacy. This type of educated English was probably designed to impress the audience, both popular and governmental, of the calypsonian's serious intent and qualifications to comment. "Aspects of the oratorical calypso did become part of a 'high style'in calypso. Lion, Atilla, Pretender, and on occasion Caresser, used it for philosophical themes, e.g., Caresser's 'The Virtues of Woman' or Lion's 'It's a Sin to Teil a Lie' " (Rohlehr 1985, p.c) .
One influence on this style is the Bible, as seen clearly in Lion's 1937 "Love thy Neighbour" (last two lines courtesy of Bing Crosby):
I can speak with Biblical veracity That love's a fashion sponsored by the divinity And so we all should endeavor assiduously To walk in the path of virtue and humility For he that humbleth himself shall exalted be And humbled will be he who fail in his vanity So whatever we do We shpuld keep in mind this too That the other man is worthwhiles As much or more than you. Life would be easier and time would be freesier If you love your neighbour.
A complement to Rococo English, coming from the widespread phenomenon of word-coining in Trinidadian EC, is the nonce forms favored by calypsonians such as Atilla and Tiger. The former, for example, sings in his 1941 "If I Won a Sweepstake":
But with all of their tricks and schemeology Don't think I'd let them borrow money from me.
Tiger. in his 1936 "Heil Yard and George Street Conflict" reports:
I went in the wang at seven-thirty And took a seat most procidedly.
Neither schemeology nor procidedly have had a lasting status in TEC, but they might have, and doubtless other words have entered general TEC from a calypso lyric. Atilla noted (1983: 106) in 1958 that after Lion's 1940 "Whoopsin," "even today in the most polite Trinidad society the pederast and the lesbian are described as solderers and polishers" (not, however, now). Poser, in his 1979 "Ah Teil She," coined the word /wati/ (wartyl) for marijuana; 3 the word enjoyed a vogue but does not now seem widespread. Nonetheless, the use of a new word, or the resuscitation of an old one can promote its more widespread transient or permanent use in general language. An example of such influence is the now common usage -e.g., in conversation and newspapers -of deputy "mistress, married person's lover." The word was not unknown bef ore Penguin's 1983 hit of the same name, but usage increased sharply afterward. It will probably become somewhat less frequent, but should remain a common word for at least some years.
The appeal of Rococo English has waned in light of the different attitudes towards language and education developed since the 1940's, and particularly in view of increasing popular acceptance of EC as "vernacular" or "dialect." Access to education and English in general has increased significantly and more people can use more English words. Many people, however, are insecure about "improper" use of English. In his 1965 "Well Spoken Moppers," Sparrow pokes fun at people who use big words without knowing what they mean:
May his friends bring him joy and frustration Impose on him and lift him to degradation He's a jolly good fellow and a kind reprobate Unscrupulous and always inconsiderate.
Few modern calypsonians exhibit a tendency to this style, as many of the formalized or semi-ritual uses of Rococo English in general society have also waned. The changing attitudes towards the appropriateness of EC has discouraged this style, along with the suits, hats, and other "colonial" accoutrements of the traditional calypsonian.
Robber Talk, Kalinda and War Calypsos. There is a close relationship between certain styles of calypso and other traditional cultural phenomena. A part of calypso, both musical and lyrical, associated with a special set of carnival mas (masquerade) and kalinda traditions is definitely decreasing as those phenomena themselves are either dying out, becoming less well-known, or becoming more isolated.
Kalinda influence is seen not only in music but inchoice of language and set phrases. Kalinda was banned by the British colonial government, and though it continued and was still played, and though its character and associated phrases are still fairly well-known, it has now by no means the cultural importance it once had. In the 1930's, record companies found there was a market for kalinda songs, for the more "old fashioned" -compared with the newer ballad calypsos, for exam-ple -types of kalinda calypsos such as those with call and response, of which Caresser's 1937 "Edward the VII" is perhaps the best known, with its refrain It's love, and love alone That caused King Edward to leave the throne.
Other heavily kalinda influenced calypsos include Invader's 1941 "Ten Thousand to Bar me One." Some of the old calypsos are in fact virtual translations of FC kalinda songs, such as Growler's 1939 recording of "In the Morning":
In the morning when 1 wake Peter Agent bar me by the gate.
Believe me friends, I am in dread Peter Agent want to kill me dead.
One set phrase taken directly from kalinda into many calypsos was sandeemaneetay from sans humanité, "without mercy". This tag always had the same melody at the end of a stanza, and was understood as present in context even when not actually sung.
The war calypsos, direct descendants of kalinda songs, are filled with "rope talk" [threats] and closely related to "robber talk" (see below.) 4 In these challenge calypsos, such as Atilla and Lion's "Asteroid" quoted above, physical boasts and threats are mixed with scoffing at the opponent's inability to handle not only "bois" [wood, kalinda stick] but language.
A number of the war calypsos include phrases associated with kalinda, as in Houdini's 1931 "ArimaTonight, Sangre Grande Tomorrow Night": Arima tonight, Siparee on Saturday night It's a delizo [confrontation, fight] that is bound to end in a fight I don't want to know, I am marching to face the foe Send and let them know, Papa Houdini deye yo. [Is behind/after them] In typical kalinda style, the chorus calls out "mango!"aftereachline, a reference not to the fruit, but like "poui!" to the kind of wood that good kalinda sticks are made of. A particularly famous calypso which combines elements of kalinda and war calypsos is Small Island Pride's "Carnival Celebration" (Mastifay and Cut-Outter are two famous stick-fighters):
Well, I waiting for this carnival Is to jump up with these criminals I'm going to arm meself with a big stick Any man in town I meet that is real licks Cause I done teil mamee already Mamee, doodoo, tie up your belly Cause it's murder, federation, with war and rebellion When they bar me by the junction I going down Mastifay, Mastifay, meet me down by the Kwaizay Cut-Outter, Cut-Outter, meet me down by Green Corner.
The carnival character of the Midnight Robber (see fuller descriptions in Crowley 1956 and Hill 1972 ) is characterized by speeches -"monologues rattled off at prospective victims who are harangued until they pay a ransom to secure their release. The language of the Robber is...full of empty threats and braggadocio" (Hill 1972: 91) , e.g.:
For the day my mother gave birth to me, the sun refuse to shine and the wind ceased blowing. Many mothers that day gave birth, but to deformed children. Plagues and pestilence pestered the cities, for atomic eruption ranged in the mountains. Philosophers, scientists, professors said "the world is come to an end" but no, it was me, a monarch, was born. Master of all I survey and my right where none could dispute.
Compare this speech with a verse from the calypso "War" recorded in 1937 by Atilla, Lion, Caresser and Executor:
The earth is trembling and tumbling And heroes are falling and all Because the Lion is roaring My tongue is like the blast of a gun When I frown, monarchs I want to bow down to the ground Devastation, destruction, desolation and damnation All these 1*11 inflict on insubordination For the Lion in his power is like the Rock of Gibraltar War calypsos were revived in the 1950's with such songs as Melody's "Turn Back, Melo" and "Alexander the Murderer" and Sparrow's "Don't Touch Me," "Royal Gaol" and "Hangman Cemetery" -all full of threatening rope talk. Some half-tone kalinda-calypsos from the 1950's, such as Kitch's "Trouble in Arima" (1956) and Sparrow's "Ten to One is Murder," are in chorus-response style. But despite some attempts to revitalize the form, such as Crazy's 1979 "War," this also appears to be a dying style.
Barely a handful of Trinidadians can now really play the Midnight Robber; carnival masquerades, such as the Pierrot Grenade, which involve particular and extensive kinds of language, are also fast disappearing. Although a detailed analysis of the reasons for this decline are beyond the scope of this paper, it is clearly related to the change of the traditional structures of Trinidadian society and culture.
Admittedly, the traditional masks are declining. This decline is due to the attraction of big historical and fantasy bands, and the desire to enlarge costumes beyond utility, in the belief that the more elaborate the costume, the better chance of winning a prize. A further reason is the growing professionalism in carnival, whereby one or a few band organizers take full responsibility for providing costumes and floats, while the general members simply select which role they wish to play and pay the cost over to the organizer. The days of personal involvement with choosing, making, and rehearsing a masquerade character are fast disappearing (Hill 1972: 87) .
The loss of a living French Creole language has affected not only Pierrot Grenade, whose speeches were in FC, but, as discussed below, the language of calypso. The orientation towards the modern and the American, and the rejection of traditions associated with slavery and colonialism have affected calypso as well.
Grammatical Features. In many, if not most, calypsos of both periods, lyrics show EC features. In no recorded calypsos, however, have the most conservative forms of TEC such as verbal aspect markers bin or da been found, and the object marker am only in quotation. There are a very few examples of the negator eh or ent in the classical group, e.g., Lion's c. 1947 "Fan Me, Saga Boy," whereas by the contemporary period this feature is common; in 1979 alone there were three calypsos entitled "Money eh no Problem" after this same remark was made by Prime Minister Dr. Eric Williams.
Unmarked verbs in past tense, a classic definer of EC, appear in both classical and modern calypsos, but usually together with marked forms. Initial investigation of this area shows a greater proportion of unmarked forms in the modern calypsos than in classical ones; and a greater proportion of marked irregular verbs as opposed to regular verbs. "Green verbs," a TEC term for the hyper-correct lack of English agreement of subject and verb, were only found in the older songs. Examples such as Tiger's "she were looking resplendently"and "I were walking," from the 1939 "Senorita Panchita," would be ridiculed in a modern calypso tent unless in quotation or to ridicule pretensions.
(Note that 'they was'would not necessarily be considered "green" as this is an acceptable form in TEC.)
Although, as Elder pointed out, the language in calypso lyrics reflects the educational level and linguistic competence of the calypsonian, there is undoubtedly considerable conscious or unconscious reflection of the status of English and EC as vernacular languages, appropriate for calypso, as shown in the following scène about the calypso lyric composing process from Matura's play "Rum an' CocaCola" (1976: 17):
Creator: Ruby decideBird: Creator, you en think 'decide' too big. Creator: Nar, is a good word, 'decided' too big but not 'decide'. Bird: Awright. Creator: Ruby decide to go inside. Bird: Yes, and dis wat she saw. Creator: 'Saw', whey dat come in? Bird: Ruby see dem. Creator: Well say dat, say see she see, Ruby decide to go inside, and dis wat she see.
Competence in English here is clearly secondary to the perceived primacy of EC forms in calypso.
Of particular interest are apparently free variations of a grammatical nature. Use of she or her, for example, can depend on: a) whether the intent is to rhyme with, say, city or order (Warner 1982:36) ; b) speaker competence; and c) speaker's choice of English vs. English Creole. Often there appears to be no reason for variation, as in the opening to Invader's 1941 "Ra Tiray Tiray" in which both use(d) to and uses to are found in exactly the same position:
Some people argue the songs of long ago Uses to be better calypso They must be mad Some people argue the songs of long ago Used to be better calypso Phonological Features. The corpus recordings are an invaluable source of information for the study of phonological features over time. 5 A considerable degree of idiosyncratic, regional, social and historical variation in pronunciation is evident in the recordings. Tiger, for example, has a marked Siparia"country" accent, and like a number of older singers has an occasional intervocalic intrusive (r), not found in any modern calypsos: e.g., "So then I macha palanta (r) at my family" (1939, "Senorita Panchita") or Lion's 1947 "Fan Me, Saga Boy" -"Bring yuh saga (r) in me house romancin." (This feature is so far unattested as a contemporary TEC feature, and warrants further study.) None of the older singers show the stigmatized /a/ except in quotations. The older group also has an overall higher percentage of the English je/ and /&/ where the Creole has /t/ and /d/ as in ting "thing" and dat "that", although there is again individual variation. The contemporary group varies as well; the higher use of /t/ and /dj correlates with the more aggressive overall use of EC grammar and lexicon.
SOCIAL CHANGE AND LINGUISTIC CHANGE
Change in the occurrence of lexical items can be linked to a number of factors, not least the disappearance of words for items or cultural practices no longer extant. Calypsos are a valuable way of establishing time boundaries for cultural relevance of particular words. Thefollowing examples contain words which are no longer common because the referent -thing or practice -is no longer common: 1940's, (1983: 42) Sometimes a word in a calypso is an ephemeral nonce or slang word which does not last, e.g. "polishers":
No more bench and board No more flora again (floor)
Houdini, No More Bench and Board, (1931) although older informants recognize it. The longevity of nonce formations, as discussed above, is quite variable, becoming long-term or short-term slang, or continuing in the general vernacular. Sometimes the meaning of a word changes. The original referent disappears and the word continues by the extension of a semantic field in the original word to a new referent. Not many teenagers in Trinidad today would define a "sagaboy" in his splendid "drape" the way Fermor did (1950: 175) , from the saga-pants, "held up by transparent plastic belts" with pleats which "like scimitars run down to an unusual fullness at the knee, where they begin to taper" to the Bim-Bim or Saga-Boy-coat, with "no padding in the shoulders, a wasp waist, a vent up the back and lappets that descend... as low as the voluminously trousered knee" and not forgetting the "broad snap-brim hat, the pastei shirt with deep cuffs fastened with glittering links" and ties with "the splendour of lanced ulcers." But a l'epoque, this style was the cause of considerable attention from calypsonians, from Radio's plaintive 1941 "My Girl Mabel": Nowadays, a "sagaboy" still wears very stylish and flamboyant clothes, such as a "saga shirt" -brightly colored and often shiny -and is generally very well turned out, but the clothing referent is clearly not the same. Some of the concurrent associationswith the earlier sagaboy image -sweet-talking, conceited, unemployed womanizer -remain, but not as strongly.
Colonial Period. The years between 1797 and 1962 were not a time of blind acceptance of government policies -local or Crown -although patriotic calypsos praising royalty or supporting Britain's war efforts were common. References to the king are found, as in Caresser's 1937 "Theodore": The best-known colonial phrase was in this colony, a tag ending which often replaced the earlier FC kalinda-calypso refrain sandeemaneetay (In later calypsos, this was often replaced by universally, or left lyrically blank. The musical place for this phrase, as well as the phrase itself, disappeared with the decline of the double-tone mi-minor calypsos at the end of the 1940's, that is, before independence.) As discussed above, the colonial period was characterized by an English orientation, and a high oratorical style was considered more educated.
Yankee Period. The economie and social impact of the World War II American military bases in Trinidad was enormous. A number of calypsos address the situation and its attendant problems directly, most notably Invader's "Rum and Coca-Cola" and Sparrow's "Jean and Dinah." Although more common in literature than calypsos, one linguistic influence is the use of war-time American and Trinidadian vocabulary such as moll "girlfriend," mopsy "girl," spoat "promiscuous woman," rat "prostitute" and Yankee sufferer "a woman who goes out with a Yankee." Another is the putting on of Yankee accents, as in Radio's "Brown Skin Gal" of the later 1940's. In a 1950 recording of his "Rum and Coca Cola," Invader is most offended by the Andrews Sisters' pirate version: I wonder what is your interested opinion We haven't got no bad speaking Trinidadian We never said "Caca Cola" Neither did we say "Yankee dolla."
Keeping in mind the comments earlier about the attitudes of many Trinidadians toward small islanders and their accents, the Andrews Sisters' attempts to imitate a Trinidadian accent probably annoyed Invader because to him they made him sound Hke a Grenadian. That is, his "dollar" /dala:/ was picked up by the American singers as /dala: /, in contrast to the American /dalsr/ and fronted enough to sound like the stigmatized /dala/. On the other hand, Invader pronounces the drink in TEC fashion as /koko kolo/ and interprets the Andrew Sisters' /kokq/ as the taboo/kakq/"feces."
The war and the military bases also provided inspiration for extended military-sexual metaphors, such as those in Duke of Iron's 1940's "Convoy" and Lion's 1947 "Fan Me, Saga Boy" (probably based on an earlier Jamaican mento song "Fan Me, Solja [Soldier] Man"):
I even notice some naval action. Because I saw him with his destroyer While you were getting ready with your mine sweeper He shot a torpedo at your ship and miss But dropped his bombs in your captain's office.
The 1940's were a turning point for cultural and linguistic orientation for much of the Trinidadian population. While England and British English remained the general metropolitan norm, the American influence was significant. By the 1960's and 1970's, the United States was a greater target of emigration for Trinidadians than England, and access to U.S. media, songs, education, visits andemploymentincreased. No calypsonian generally tries to sound American, however, even if, like Nelson, he resides mostly in the U.S. The phenomenon of "fresh-water Yankees," that is, Trinidadians who put on an American accent, often without ever having been outside Trinidad, was not found in the calypsos in general. The language of calypso is such an important point of popular social identification that calypsonians use American referents as subjects only, like criticizing New York, or referring to popular television programs. American influence in the culture at large is both welcome and suspect; calypso itself is often pushed out by American rock and roll and soul music.
Rastafarian Period. In the late 1970's, "dread talk" -language associated with Rastafarianism in Jamaica -began to spread with the ideology and mores, to a general level of awareness in Trinidad (see Pollard 1982) . In 1978, Sparrow's "Rastamania" and Chalkdust's "Rasta Language" addressed the phenomenon more or less sympathetically. In 1979, there were calypso hits like Explainer's "Dread," and Stalin's "Kaiso Gone Dread." Most of these songs are supportive of Rasta beliefs and practices and highly critical of discrimination and persecution directed at Rastas. However, there has also been considerable public and media criticism, and some calypsos like Funny's 1979 "Imitation Rasta," of Rastas or people proclaiming to be Rastas, as being obnoxious and criminal. With some calypsonians, such as Shorty, becoming full-fledged Rastas and the movement expanding, Rasta linguistic influence in general and in calypsos grew, as in the 1985 "I Music" by Boogsie Sharpe. Reggae, a prime transporting medium for dread talk, is widely played in Trinidad, often in competition with calypso, especially outside the carnival-calypso season. Rastafarian identification as a form of Caribbean-indigenous ideological protest will probably continue, and dread talk can be expected to also.
LANGUAGES OTHER THAN ENGLISH AND CREOLE IN CALYPSOS
Virtually no one under the age of 30 really speaks or understands well any of the many languages -Amerindian, European, African, Indian, French Creole -that have at one time or another been widespread in Trinidad (Carrington, Borely and Knight 1974; Winer 1982) . Until well into the 20th century, French Creole was the most widespread vernacular and the true lingua franca of the country. Sizable portions of the popuiation spoke Spanish or Hindi-Bhojpuri as a first language. The general pressures of language of education, prestige, media, courts, etc, which so often lead to language death (Dorian 1981) , have also operated in Trinidad. Although no languages besides English and EC survive intact, they have not died instantly and totally. A considerable amount of the TEC lexicon is derived from languages other than English. Older people may continue to use these languages in conversation. Movies and songs in Indian languages, particularly Hindi, are popular. In this section, three specific areas -domain-reference, quotation, and titillation -are proposed as ways of examining language retention and language death in calypso lyrics.
French Creole. The earliest calypsos were in French Creole (FC). Atilla (1983: 9) quoted a song based on a massacre in 1838:
Ambas pons Marabella, C'est la meme moen perdi gangan moen (X2) C'est Ia meme yo blesse mun one [sic] moen Ambas pons Marabella C'est la meme moen perdi gangan moen.
Under the Marabella bridge It's there I lost my grandmother (X2) It's there they wounded my unele...
Other FC calypsos are quoted from this period (Quevedo 1983: 9-10) , including one about the tarring of a colonial official and another about the famous "Congo Bara," probably a prison trustee:
Prisonier levez, mettes lumiere bai Congo Bara Deux eslave courri sortie Tunapun' Congo ba yo bois fair yo devire.
Prisoners, wake up and put a light for Congo Bara, Two slaves ran away from Tunapuna, Congo beat them with a stick and made them return.
The gradual anglicization of Trinidad was not really widespread until after the turn of the 20th century, well into the 1920's in many areas, and the 1950's in a few. By the mid-19th century, British administrators, frustrated with a population that did not understand the laws by which it was governed, increased the amount of English used and available by establishing English-medium schools, judicial proceedings, church canon, and media. Massive immigration from EC-speaking areas after emancipation provided not only a source of EC but a large number of bilingual FC-EC speakers. The facilities of the population were reflected in calypsos. Typical of the early classical period was code-switching between FC and EC within the same song. In a 1930's recording of the much earlier "Fire Brigade," Atilla sings all the verses in FC and the refrain alone in EC:
Fire Brigade, water Ihe road Ah, mwen pa tini mama-o Ah, I have no mother
A number of macaronic FC-EC calypsos can be cited; in general a song seems to be sung mostly in one language with inclusions of the other, e.g., Pharoah's 1903 song, quoted in Quevedo (1983: 12) :
Holder, you cruel murderer C'est ou qui choue Eva It's you who killed Eva Perry waiting with the rope To break your manima.
.
..carryings on/marmer/actions
In 1935, the Keskidee trio (Atilla, Beginner and Tiger) recorded "Congo Bara" mostly in English, with whole "set" lines from the original version in FC:
The Greyhound drop me at Tunapun' Congo bai yo bwa fe yo devire Congo beat them with a stick and made them return After 1920 or so, calypsos were sung primarily in English and EC; the inclusion of FC, as well as other languages, can be classified in three categories. Thefirst, domain-reference, is noticeable when the singer is referring to an activity associated with that language, the most frequent such domain for FC being kalinda. The FC parts of the calypsos are often treated as a repeated refrain, as in "Fire Brigade" quoted above, or as a set chorus, even in verse position, as in Invader's 1939 recording of Sophie Bellah," the old calypso attributed to Norman Le Blanc:
Why, aye aye aye aye, Sophie Bellah Mete limié bai yo (X) Put a light for them (i.e., Mete limié English calypso put a spell on them) Why, aye aue aye aye, Sophie Bellah Mete limié bai yo Why, aye aye aye aye, Mama Listen to the sweet kalinda.
Similarly, FC is found in Tiger's 1938 "Down the Road" (probably based on an earlier Fitz MacLean song), about a woman with way ward children:
Down the road, mama, down the road (X2) Yuh children too harden, they doesn't feel In that prison channel they bound to yield. Tom Keene that made the attack And Simms with the cutlass behind his back Brown Boy pa kone danjé B.B. knew no danger/fear Matura desan Morunday.
M. attacked/killed M.
The people referred to are stick fighters or badjohns; the last two lines are an old kalinda refrain about a fight. The second use, quotation, is found in many calypsos when the singer is relating a story and quoting directly what someone said in another language, e.g., Executor's 1939 "Gumbo Lai Lai Before the Courf. (note his bilingualism):
Now the lady was walking all the way alone Thinking of the children that she had at home When suddenly she yeard, "Rito, rito rate" Stop your progression, woman, and don't hesitate. Se mwen, Gumbo Lai Lai, ki mait anglé" And the woman said, "kité, mwen passé" So he was talking his old anglais When the police came and took him away. Note the mixture of real Spanish -mi corazon "my heart/love" and sernal (a type of song); TEC derived from Spanish -alpagata (a type of sandal, from Spanish alpargata); the Spanish uno "one" with the English rum; and the Hindi-derived TEC word paratha (a kind of bread) whose final vowel gives it a Spanish sound, although every Trinidadian knows that the word is Indian. As Rohlehr (1985 pc) has noted for this song, "the very act of parody signals the death or inaccessibility of the language."
Another instance of domain reference is Sparrow's 1984 "Grenada Man," in which reference to Cubans is the reason for using Spanish:
I want to go back to Grenada To teach the Cubans how to fight They let America take over Complaining about Reagan's might Lord I hear, everywhere Is only bombs in the town People running helter-skelter Looking for a place to shelter Senor, porfavor, Mister, please, La manera que tengo mi corazon the way I feel Viva viva viva la revolucion Long live the revolution If Cuba had arrested Coard and Austin America wouldn't-a have excuse to come in. Llevame a Grenada, llevame (X2) take me back Judas, Lucifer and Jezebel mustn't get away.
Although a certain fluency in Spanish is evident, and Grenada is pronounced first/grenaidq/in English and then/grenada/in Spanish, the Spanish is not idiomatic. Nonetheless, Sparrow evidently expected this much Spanish to be understood or at least tolerated.
There is quite a bit of Spanish in calypsos in which the singer refers to a woman from Venezuela, as in Melody's 1950s "Juanita, My Sweetheart from Venezuela" and Tiger's 1939 "Sefiorita Panchita": This quotational use of Spanish is also seen in Sparrow's 1983 "Margarita." But whereas Tiger's Spanish reflects a native-like dialectal grasp of Spanish, Sparrow's song contains only the sort of "universal Spanish" that can be recognized by people who "don't know Spanish": sombrero, caballero, manana, mamacita, and rancho.
In Tiger's 1938-39 "Civil War in Spain," hetalks of goingto Spain to reclaim his ancestral heritage, and even states:
Then 111 change up Spain entirely And bring it as the land of La Trinity... l'll build a tent to practice annually and so We can sing Spanish calypso.
but there is no Spanish at all in the entire song. In view of the virtual death of native Spanish in Trinidad, it is unlikely that more Spanish will be included in calypsos, especially as there is no real tradition of Spanish calypsos. On the other hand, in view of increasing emphasis on relations with Venezuela and other Caribbean Spanish-speaking countries, and on Spanish in schools, there might well be more Spanish in future calypsos; it is, however, unlikely to come from a native Trinidadian speaker of Spanish.
Hindi-Bhojpuri. The first immigrants from India came to Trinidad in 1845 as agricultural indentured laborers; by 1970 Trinidadians of Indian origin comprised almost 40% of the population. In several areas of the country, Indian communities remained relatively isolated until well into the 20th century, and there has developed an often uneasy relationship between African and Indian cultures in Trinidad, withthe general dominance of the Afro-Creole culture. A number of Indian languages have been widely spoken in Trinidad in the past, notably Hindi-Bhojpuri, Tamil and Bengali. Few younger people are truly competent in Hindi (as Bhojpuri, the most common Indian language in Trinidad is called) although there is a flourishing market for Indian movies and music, mostly in Standard Hindi.
There have been very few Indian calypsonians, and, as in the creole dominated culture at large, musical influence has primarily gone from calypso to Indian musical forms rather than vice-versa (Mohammed 1982: 68-72 Lion may have lived as a young man among East Indians in San Fernando, presumably becoming familiar with this milieu. Shorty, who grew up in a Hindi-speaking area, has sung choruses in Hindi in a number of calypsos, such as "Indian Singers" (1965), "Indrani" (1973) and "Kalo Gee Buil Buil" (c. 1974). These songs show both quotation and titillation, and a general domain reference of an Indian setting. Shorty's most famous calypso using Indian language was the 1979 "Om Shanti Om." Originally intended to portray Hindu religious traditions with sympathy and respect, the song was withdrawn from play because of protests from the orthodox Hindu community, who were outraged at the association of a sacred religious chant with carnival.
Sparrow's Marajhin series -1982 -"Marajhin," 1983 -"Marajhin Sister," and 1984 -"Marajhin Cousin"-usesaconsiderableamount of Hindi. The 1984 song is basically a set of cookinginstructions. "Marajhin" includes not only kinship and clothing terms When 1 see you in your sari or your ohrni scarf I am captured by your innovative beauty If it wasn't for your nani and your bhowji Mother's mother, older I would marry you and take you in the country.
brother's wife Marajhin, Marajhin, oh my sweet doolahin, bride/sweetheart Saucy Marajhin, sexy Marajhin, racy Marajhin, all right but also several lines of romantic poetry in Hindi.
It should be noted that Sparrow does not always use Hindi words in their "correct" traditional meanings. Furthermore, not everyone is agreed on the possible connotations of a young Indian woman being addressed as "doolahin," particularly when used by non-Indian males, when it is often considered teasing of a rude or sexually threatening sort. It will be interesting to see whether Sparrow's use of Hindi words in popular calypsos encourages or influences the use of such words among the non-Indian parts of the population.
Increasing mutual musical influence of the Indian and Afro-Creole cultures is found in many compositions. A number of Trinidadian musicians have used Indian musical instruments and sounds. A number of Indian singers and singer-composers such as Sundar Popo have been singing traditional Indian song types, many calypso-influenced, with English words. (This is a flourishing genre in Guyana.) One of the hits of the 1985 calypso season, "Kutchi Gadbad Hai," is lyrically a traditional Indian popular song, sung entirely in Hindi, but arranged to a full-fledged calypso rhythm with some Indian instrumentation. Given the increasing prominence of Indian cultural forms in the general cultural scène in Trinidad, and Indian Trinidadians' increasing political power, it is likely that more Indian musical and linguistic influence will appear in calypsos.
Yoruba. The Africans -slave and free -who were brought to Trinidad spoke a number of languages, particularly Yoruba, Congo, lbo and Mandingo. Warner (1971) notes the survival in Trinidad of some African languages, especially Yoruba, into the 1950's. Most of this language, however, was contained in rituals, songs and prayers. Although she collected over 150 songs, Warner found very little conversational Yoruba, and there is no known Trinidadian nativeborn speaker of any African language today. However, African languages continue in TEC through influences on vocabulary, phonology and grammar (Alleyne 1980) . Songs with Yoruba words and phrases were recorded in the 1930's like the Keskidee Trio's "Shango." Like their Baptist hymn-calypso "Go Down the Valley" of 1935, these were serious and respectful songs, difficult to classify as calypsos -the very difficulty showing the influence of traditional African songs on calypso (and on Spiritual Baptist songs). The most well-known calypso including Yoruba is Tiger's "Yoruba Shango," recorded in 1936 and again in 1979, in which the ritual chants are given in Yoruba (translation by Tiger to Spottswood, p.c.) and the rest is sung in English/EC: I went to see but I did not know ï Unfortunately, friend, I find meself in Shango ) I mean the power had me that night To see me dancing with all me might And they singing Tina-o, Tina-bo, neebo, adessa Tina, who went away, repent and Ah -Tina re ke pa. In the "Best Village" cultural competitions, Chinese culture is infrequently portrayed and is often laughed at by the audience. The Chinese Trinidadian calypsonian Rex West is an institutionalized laughingstock who sings poor songs badly. Given this attitude and the limited influence of Chinese culture in Trinidad, the future of the Chinese language in calypsos is dim; it would probably occur only in domain reference.
Other Languages. Novelty language may occur in calypsos such as the "German" in the wartime "Sauerkraut Calypso,"but the individual calypsonian's knowledge of and interest in language(s) is more important. Tiger, for example, grew up speaking English, EC, FC and Spanish and is clearly sensitive to language and variation. His successor in this respect is Sparrow, who shows his love of mimicry of individual voice quality in many songs: Nat King Cole, Tony Bennett and Mario Lanza in "Pump"; a "respectable" mother-in-law in "Harry"; a sweet-talking woman in his version of "Big Bamboo"; Dr. Eric Williams in "Get to Heil Out." Sparrow apparently learned FC in his late teens from Martiniquan friends, but is reasonably fluent in it, although he may have had help in composing lyrics. The popularity of his songs in the FC islands no doubt has reinforced his use of the language. His use of other languages is more sporadic and does not reflect a competent working knowledge. In "Dutch Romance," Sparrow mispronounces many of the words, particularly sounds which do not occur in English or EC, and uses non-idiomatic grammar and vocabulary in places. Such usage is designed to impress or amuse his audience; it is highly unlikely that the usage of such language -or even the idea -would become more widespread; further examples seem dependent on Sparrow's international romances.
